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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present a novel technique for embedding digital \watermarks" into digital audio signals. Watermarking
is a technique used to label digital media by hiding copyright
or other information into the underlying data. The watermark must be imperceptible and should be robust to attacks
and other types of distortion. In addition, the watermark
also should be undetectable by all users except the author of
the piece. In our method, the watermark is generated by ltering a PN-sequence with a lter that approximates the frequency masking characteristics of the human auditory system
(HAS). It is then weighted in the time domain to account for
temporal masking. We discuss the detection of the watermark
and assess the robustness of our watermarking approach to
attacks and various signal manipulations.

1 Introduction

In today's digital world, there is a great wealth of information which can be accessed in various forms: text, images,
audio, and video. It is easy to ensure the security of \analog documents" and protect the author from having his work
stolen or copied. The question is how do you copyright or
label digital information and preserve its security without destroying or modifying the content of the information.
Data hiding, or steganography, refers to techniques for
embedding watermarks, signatures, and captions in digital
data. A watermark could be used to provide proof of \authorship" of a signal. Similarly, a signature is used to provide
proof of ownership and track illegal copies of the signal. Watermarking is an application which embeds a small amount of
data, but requires the greatest robustness because the watermark is required for copyright protection 1]. One approach
to data security is to use encryption 1] however, once the
documents are decrypted, the \signature" is removed and
there is no proof of ownership such as a label, stamp, or watermark. Note that data hiding does not restrict access to
the original information as does cryptography.
The watermark should: be inaudible 1, 2] be statistically invisible to prevent unauthorized detection and/or
removal by \pirates" have similar compression characteristics as the original signal to survive compression/decompression operations be robust to deliberate
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attacks by \pirates" be robust to standard signal
manipulation and processing operations on the host
data, e.g., ltering, resampling, compression, noise, cropping, A/D-D/A conversions, etc be embedded directly
in the data, not in a header support multiple watermarkings be self-clocking for ease of detection in the

presence of cropping and time-scale change operations.
Observe that a \pirate" can defeat a watermarking scheme
in two ways. He may manipulate the audio signal to make
the watermark undetectable. Alternatively, he may establish that the watermarking scheme is unreliable, e.g., that
it produces too many false alarms by detecting a watermark
where none is present. Both goals can be achieved by adding
inaudible jamming signals to the audio piece. Therefore, the
eectiveness of a watermarking scheme must be measured by
its ability to detect a watermark when one is present (probability of detection) and the probability that it detects a watermark when none is present (probability of a false alarm)
in the presence of jamming signals and signal manipulations.
Several techniques for data hiding in images have been developed 1, 3, 4, 5, 6]. A method similar to ours is proposed
in 2], where the N largest frequency components of an image
are modied by Gaussian noise. However, the scheme only
modies a subset of the frequency components and does not
take into account the human visual system (HVS). The audio
watermark we propose here embeds the maximum amount
of information throughout the spectrum while still remaining perceptually inaudible. It is well-known that detection
performance improves with the energy of the signal to be
detected. Therefore, we eectively improve the performance
of the watermarking scheme by increasing the energy of the
watermarked signal while keeping it inaudible.
In 7, 8], we presented a novel technique for embedding digital watermarks into audio signals. Note that our approach
is similar to that of the approach of 1], in that we shape the
frequency characteristics of a PN-sequence. However, unlike
1] we use perceptual masking models of the HAS to generate the watermark. In particular, our scheme for audio is
the only one that uses the frequency masking models of the
HAS along with the temporal masking models to hide the
copyright information in the signal. We also provide a study
of the detection performance of our watermarking scheme.
Our results indicate that our scheme is robust to lossy coding/decoding, D/A - A/D conversion, signal resampling, and
ltering. In this paper, we present further results showing
that our scheme is robust when the watermarks which are

composed of multiple PN-sequences and is robust in the presence of audible distortions due to vector quantization.
Finally, observe that the approach described here for watermarking audio signals can also be used to watermark image and video data with appropriate modications and extensions (c.f. 7, 9]).

2 Watermark Design

Each audio signal is watermarked with a unique codeword.
Our watermarking scheme is based on a repeated application
of a basic watermarking operation on processed versions of
the audio signal. The basic method uses three steps to watermark an audio segment as shown in Fig. 1. The complete
watermarking scheme is shown in Fig. 2. Below we provide
a detailed explanation of the basic watermarking step and
the complete watermarking technique.
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Figure 1: Watermark Generator: First stage for audio
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Figure 2: Full Watermark Generator for audio

2.1 The basic watermarking step

The basic watermarking step starts with a PN-sequence.
Maximum length PN-sequences are used in our watermarking scheme because they provide an easy way to generate
a unique code for an author's identication. Like random
binary sequences, PN sequences have 0's and 1's that occur with equal probabilities. The autocorrelation function
(ACF) of such a sequence has period N and is binary valued
10]. Because of the periodicity of the ACF, the PN sequence
is self-clocking. This allows the author to synchronize with
the embedded watermark during the detection process. This
is important if the signal is cropped and resampled.
To generate the watermark, we rst calculate the masking
threshold of the signal using the MPEG Audio Psychoacoustic Model 1, 11]. The masking threshold is determined on
consecutive audio segments of 512 samples. Each segment is
weighted with a Hanning window. Consecutive blocks overlap by 50%. The masking threshold is then approximated

with a 10th order all-pole lter, M (!), using a least squares
criterion. The PN-sequence, seq(!), is ltered with the approximate masking lter, M (!), in order to ensure that the
spectrum of the watermark is below the masking threshold.
Since the spectral content of the audio signal changes with
time, watermarks added to dierent blocks will be in general
dierent even if they are generated from the same starting
PN-sequence. However, it is preferable to use dierent PNsequences for dierent blocks to make the statistical detection by an unauthorized user of the watermark more dicult.
Note also that using long PN-sequences or embedding long
cryptographic digital signatures also helps in that respect.
Frequency domain shaping is not enough to guarantee that
the watermark will be inaudible. Frequency domain masking
computations are based on Fourier analysis. A xed length
FFT does not provide good time localization for our application. In particular, a watermark computed using frequency
domain masking will spread in time over the entire analysis
block. If the signal energy is concentrated in a time interval
that is shorter than the analysis block length, the watermark
is not masked outside of that subinterval. This then leads
to audible distortion, e.g., pre-echoes. To address this problem, we weight the watermark in the time domain with the
relative energy of the signal.
The time domain weighting operation attenuates the energy of the computed watermark. In particular, watermarks
obtained as above have amplitudes that are typically smaller
than the quantization step size. Therefore, the watermark
would be lost during the quantization process. Note also
that, as observed earlier, detection performance is directly
proportional to the energy of the watermark. We have found
that it is possible to prevent watermark loss during quantization and improve detection performance by amplifying the
watermark by 40 dB before weighting it in the time domain
with the relative energy of the signal. We have found experimentally that this amplication does not aect the audibility of the watermark because of the attenuation eect of the
time domain weighting operation.

2.2 The full watermarking scheme

As mentioned above, the watermarking scheme must be robust to coding operations. Low bit rate audio coding algorithms tend to retain only the low frequency information in
the signal. We, therefore, need to guarantee that most of
the energy of the watermark lies in low frequencies. After
experimenting with many schemes, we have found that the
best way to detect the low frequency watermarking information is to generate a low-frequency watermark as the difference between a low bit rate coded/decoded watermarked
signal and the coded/decoded original signal at the same bit
rate. Watermarking is done using the basic watermarking
step described above. The low bit rate chosen to implement this operation is the minimal bit rate for which neartransparent audio coding is known to be possible for signals
sampled at the rate of the original signal. This scheme is
more eective than other schemes that attempt to add the
watermark on a lowpass ltered version of the signal because
the coding/decoding operation is not a linear and does not
permute with the watermarking operation. Fig. 2 illustrates
the above procedure for signals sampled at an arbitrary sampling rate. The low-frequency watermarking signals is shown
as wbr in Fig. 2. Here, the subscript br refers to the bit rate

of the coder/decoder.
For best watermark detection performance at higher bit
rates, we need to add watermarking information in the higher
frequency bands. We do so by producing a watermark werr
for the coding error. The coding error is the dierence between the original audio signal and its low bit rate coded
version. The watermark werr is computed using the basic
watermarking step described at the beginning of this section. The nal watermark is the sum of the low-frequency
watermark and the coding error watermark.

2.3 Listening tests: audibility of the watermarks

We used segments of four dierent musical pieces as test signals throughout the experiment: the beginning of the third
movement of the sonata in B at major D 960 of Schubert,
interpreted by Vladimir Ashkenazy, a castanet piece, a clarinet piece, and a segment of \Tom's Diner" an a capella song
by Suzanne Vega (svega). The Schubert signal is sampled at
32 kHz. All other signals are sampled at 44.1 kHz. Note
that the castanets signal is one of the signals prone to preechoes. The signal svega is signicant because it contains
noticeable periods of silence. The watermark should not be
audible during these silent periods.
The quality of the watermarked signals was evaluated
through informal listening tests. In the test, the listener
was presented with the original signal and the watermarked
signal and reported as to whether any dierences could be
detected between the two signals. Eight people of varying
backgrounds, including the authors, were involved in the listening tests. One of the listeners had the ability to perceive
absolute pitch and two of the listeners had some background
in music.
In all four test signals, the watermark introduced no audible distortion. No pre-echoes were detected in the watermarked castanet signal. The quiet portions of svega were
similarly unaected.

3 Detection of the Watermark

Let us now describe the watermark detection scheme and the
detection results that we have obtained. In the experimental
work described below, we used shaped inaudible noise to
simulate attacks by pirates and distortions due to coding.
We also tested the eects of ltering, coding, D/A - A/D
converting and re-sampling on the detection performance of
the proposed scheme. The detection results that we report
below are based on processing 100 blocks of the observed
signal of 512 samples. Note that this corresponds to 1.6 sec
at the 32 kHz sampling rate and 1.16 sec at the 44.1 kHz
sampling rate.
Our detection scheme assumes that the author has access
to the original signal and the PN-sequence that he used to
watermark the signal. It also assumes that the author has
computed the approximate bit rate of the observed audio
sequence r(k). To decide whether the given signal r(k) has
been watermarked or not, the author subtracts from r(k) a
coded version sbr of the original audio signal s(k). The signal
sbr is produced by coding s(k) at the estimated bit rate of
r(k) using the MPEG coding procedure. Note that r(k) itself
may have been coded using a dierent coding algorithm. The
dierence between the output of the MPEG coding algorithm

operating on the original signal at the estimated bit rate and
that of the actual coding algorithm at the true bit rate will
appear as an additive noise signal.
Next, the author needs to solve the following hypothesis
testing problem:
 H0 : x(k) = r(k) ; sbr (k) = n(k)
 H1 : x(k) = r(k) ; sbr (k) = w0 (k) + n(k):
Here, n(k) denotes an additive noise process that includes
errors due to dierent coding algorithms and signal manipulations, intentional jamming signals and transmission noise.
The signal, w0 (k), is the modied watermark. Since the
precise nature of n(k) is unknown, we solve the above hypothesis testing problem by correlating x(k) with w0 (k) and
comparing the result with a threshold. Note that one needs
to estimate time-scale modications prior to correlations if
such modications have been performed on the signal. Fig.
3 shows the result of correlating a watermark corresponding to a segment of the Schubert audio piece with itself, the
jammed watermark corrupted by frequency shaped noise of
maximum masked intensity and shaped noise of maximum
masked intensity alone. In all cases, the signal was not coded.
The gure clearly indicates that reliable detection is feasible.
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Figure 3: Detection of the watermark in Schubert with
additive noise

3.1 Generation of the Additive Noise

Noise which has the same spectral characteristics as the
masking threshold provides an approximation of the worst
possible additive distortion to the watermark. This type of
distortion is a good worst case model for distortions due to
intentional jamming with inaudible signals and mismatches
between the actual and assumed coding algorithms.
The noise that we have used in our experiments was generated in the same way as the watermark. Specically, the
masking threshold is rst shifted +40dB and multiplied by
the discrete Fourier transform of a Gaussian white noise process. The resulting noise is then weighted in time by the
relative energy of the signal. After quantization, we lter
this shaped noise by the masking threshold and requantize
it. The resulting noise is almost completely inaudible and
is a good approximation of the maximum noise that we can
add below the masking threshold.

3.2 Summary of Detection Results

Let us now summarize the detection results that we have
obtained. Each group of results is meant to illustrate the
robustness of our approach to a specic type of signal manipulation.
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Robustness to MPEG coding for single and multiple watermarks
To test the robustness of our watermarking approach to
coding, we added noise to several watermarked and nonwatermarked audio pieces and coded the result. The watermarks were generated by using dierent PN sequences
in dierent audio segments. The noise was almost inaudible and was generated using the technique described above.
The coding/decoding was performed using a software implementation of the ISO/MPEG-1 Audio Layer III coder with
several dierent bit rates. We then attempted to detect the
presence of the watermark in the decoded signals. Table 1
shows that Pdetect is 1 or nearly 1 in all cases and Pfalsealarm
is nearly 0 in all cases.
We reported in 8] other detection results corresponding to
an earlier implementation of our watermarking scheme that
used the same PN sequence to watermark all segments of an
audio piece. We also reported in that reference the results of
detecting multiple watermarks added to a single audio piece.
There are many instances where it is useful to add multiple
watermarks to a signal. For example, there may be multiple
authors for a piece of music, each with his/her own unique id.
When detecting specic watermark, the other watermarks
are considered to be noise. The results of 8] indicate that
with one or more watermark, Pdetect , is 1 or nearly 1 in
all cases. Equally important, the probability of false alarm,
Pfalsealarm is nearly 0 in all cases. These results, together
Table 1: Multiple PN sequence
with the ones presented here, establish the robustness of our
MPEG
distortion
scheme to MPEG coding and multiple watermarking.
Bit Rate Watermark Schubert
kbits/sec Threshold 0.65
Robustness to VQ distortion
48
Pdetect
0.9922
We also tested the robustness of our watermarking approach
Pfalsealarm 0.0117
to VQ coding. The codebooks consisted of 16 bit codewords.
64
Pdetect
0.9961
The audio signals were processed through codebooks of varPfalsealarm 0
ious sizes: 64, 128, 256, and 512 codewords. Although the
128
Pdetect
1
signal was noticeably distorted, the watermark detection was
Pfalsealarm 0
unaected, as shown in Table 2: Pdetect is 1 or nearly 1 in
160
Pdetect
1
Pfalsealarm 0
all cases and Pfalsealarm is nearly 0 in all cases.
224
Pdetect
1
In 8], we also show that our watermarking scheme is roP
0
falsealarm
bust to signal resampling. We are currently assessing the
320
P
na
detect
robustness of our scheme to time-scale modications of the
Pfalsealarm na
signal.
# of trials 257

4 Conclusions
Our method for the digital watermarking of audio signals
extends the previous work on images. Our watermarking
scheme consists of a maximal length PN-sequence ltered
by the approximate masking characteristics of the HAS and
weighted in time, our watermark is imperceptibly embedded into the audio signal and easy to detect by the author
thanks to the correlation properties of PN-sequences. Our
results show that our watermarking scheme is robust in the
presence of additive noise, lossy coding/decoding, VQ distortion, multiple watermarks, resampling, and time-scaling.

watermark with
Clarinet
0.47
na
na
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
83

Castanet
0.54
na
na
1
0.0031
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
639

Table 2: Watermark detection with VQ distortion
Bit Rate
Signal
Clarinet Castanet Svega
bits/sample Threshold 0.54
0.46
0.52
6
Pdetect
1
1
1
Pfalsealarm 0
0.0087
0
7
Pdetect
1
1
1
Pfalsealarm 0.0010
0.01
0
8
Pdetect
1
1
1
Pfalsealarm 0
0.0007
0
9
Pdetect
1
0.9997
1
Pfalsealarm 0
0.0890
0
# of trials 3000
3000
3000

